
Sample Lymphatic Story 

 

The nasty purple polka dot virus gang has snuck into Skin City through an 

opening in the border.  The city’s first line of defense is now compromised.  

Will the gang be taken down in time, or will the city be doomed to be 

covered in purple polka dots? 

 

Lieutenant Macrophage was on his post in the lymphatic vessels when all 

of a sudden one of the purple polkas walked right by.  He immediately 

grabbed him and took a purple dot to go warn the others (antigen-

presenting cell).  His first stop was in the lymph nodes to tell the director 

what was going on in the city.  Captain Helper T studied the purple dot and 

knew just who to call.  He instructed the B cell division of the force to travel 

out into the city to begin rounding up their officers.  This was going to be a 

big fight.  The B cells put on their uniforms (Plasma cells) and began 

releasing the K-9 dog unit (antibodies).  Meanwhile, Captain Helper T sent 

out messages to the T cell division to get setup.  They had to first travel to 

the thymus to get activated, and were ready to find the purple polka dot 

virus gang and destroy them. 

 

Once the K-9 unit found their virus, they surrounded the purple polka virus 

and waited for the T cell division to come help.  At least that group of bad 

viruses weren’t going to be able to spread their purple dots (Neutralization).  

The T cell unit arrived just in time to take down the virus gang all over the 

city for good.  The city will no longer be covered in purple polka dots.  But 

the virus gang was reminded that if they ever come back, the Memory unit 

will be on them immediately. 


